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NHS England trading as NORTH OF ENGLAND COMMISSIONING SUPPORT 
UNIT 

GENERAL TERMS (VBC CHECKER) 

 

1 DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

1.1 In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following words 
shall have the following meanings: 

Acceptable Use Policy the CSU’s policy with regard to the acceptable use 
of the Services and any Deliverables from time to 
time applicable and made available through the 
CSU’s website; 

Agreement the agreement formed between the CSU and the 
Customer consisting  of these General Terms and 
the Specific Terms and any specifications, and 
other documents specifically referred to in either the 
General Terms or the Specific Terms; 

Business Day any day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or public 
holiday in England and Wales; 

Change  a change to the Services or this Agreement; 

Charges the charges payable by the Customer to the CSU 
for the Services, as set out in the Specific Terms;  

Confidential Information all confidential information in whatever form 
(including without limitation, written, oral, visual or 
electronic form, or on tape or disk) disclosed by a 
party or its employees, officers, representatives or 
advisers (“Disclosing Party”) to the other party 
and that party's employees, officers, representatives 
or advisers (“Receiving Party”) whether before, on 
or after the date of this Agreement in connection 
with the existence and terms of this Agreement, 
including any information that would be regarded as 
confidential by a reasonable person relating to the 
business, affairs, customers, clients, or plans, of the 
Disclosing Party; and the operations, processes, 
product information, know-how, designs, trade 
secrets or software of the Disclosing Party; 

Contract Year the period of 12 calendar months commencing on 
the Effective Date and each 12 month period 
thereafter;  

Controller shall have the meaning given in the Data Protection 
Legislation; 
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Criminal offence data Personal Data relating to criminal convictions and 
offences or related security measures; 

CSU NHS England Trading As North Of England 
Commissioning Support Unit; 

CSU Personal Data means Personal Data of which the CSU is the 
Controller; 

CSU Personnel means any and all persons employed or engaged 
by the CSU from time to time in the provision of the 
Services and/or the processing of Customer 
Personal Data, whether employees, workers, 
consultants or agents of the CSU or any 
subcontractor or agent of the CSU; 

Customer the customer identified in the Specific Terms; 

Customer Data all data (including without limitation, Customer 
Personal Data) in any medium which the Customer 
permits or requests (whether expressly or by 
implication) the CSU to access, store, transmit, 
distribute or otherwise use or process as part of the 
Services; 

Customer Dependencies the Customer dependencies, responsibilities and 
obligations referred to in Clauses 3.1 to 3.5; 

Customer Materials all software and materials in any medium which the 
Customer permits or requests (whether expressly or 
by implication) the CSU to access, store, transmit, 
distribute or otherwise use or process as part of the 
Services; 

Customer Personal Data Personal Data of which the Customer is the 
Controller and which forms part of the Customer 
Data; 

Data Loss Event any event that results, or may result, in 
unauthorised access to Customer Personal Data 
held by the CSU under this Agreement, and/or 
actual or potential loss and/or destruction of 
Customer Personal Data in breach of this 
Agreement, including any relevant Personal Data 
Breach; 

Data Protection 
Legislation 

(i) the GDPR, the LED and any applicable 
national Laws implementing them as 
amended from time to time; 

(ii) the DPA 2018; and 

all applicable Law concerning privacy, 
confidentiality or the processing of personal data 
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including but not limited to the Human Rights Act 
1998, the Health and Social Care (Safety and 
Quality) Act 2015, the common law duty of 
confidentiality and the Privacy and Electronic 
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations; 

Data Processing Protocol the table set out in Annex 1 below, which specifies 
the nature and scope of the Processing that the 
CSU may undertake of Customer Personal Data; 

Data Subject shall have the meaning given in the Data Protection 
Legislation; 

Deliverables any software, materials and other deliverables as 
the CSU provides to or makes available to the 
Customer through the Services or otherwise 
pursuant to this Agreement, including those 
identified in the Specific Terms and VBC Checker.   

Dispute a dispute, conflict or other disagreement between 
the CSU and the Customer arising out of or in 
connection with this Agreement and whose 
resolution is governed in accordance with Clause 
14; 

DPA 2018 the Data Protection Act 2018; 

Effective Date the date referred to as such in the Specific Terms; 

Extended Term as defined in Clause 8.1; 

Fraud any offence under law creating offences in respect 
of fraudulent acts (including the Misrepresentation 
Act 1967) or at common law in respect of fraudulent 
acts in relation to this Agreement or defrauding or 
attempting to defraud or conspiring to defraud the 
Crown; 

GDPR the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation 
(EU) 2016/679); 

General Terms these terms and conditions; 

Health Service Body has the meaning given to it in section 9 of the NHS 
Act 2006 (as amended or replaced from time to 
time); 

Initial Term the term referred to as such in the Specific Terms; 

IPR all intellectual and industrial property rights of any 
kind whatsoever including patents, supplementary 
protection certificates, rights in know-how, 
registered trademarks, registered designs, models, 
unregistered design rights, unregistered trade 
marks, rights to prevent passing off or unfair 
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competition and copyright (whether in drawings, 
plans, specifications, designs and computer 
software or otherwise), database rights, topography 
rights, any rights in any invention, discovery or 
process, and applications for and rights to apply for 
any of the foregoing, in each case in the United 
Kingdom and all other countries in the world and 
together with all renewals, extensions, 
continuations, divisions, reissues, re-examinations 
and substitutions; 

Law any law or subordinate legislation within the 
meaning of Section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act 
1978, bye-law, enforceable right within the meaning 
of Section 2 of the European Communities Act 
1972, regulation, order, regulatory policy, 
mandatory guidance or code of practice, judgment 
of a relevant court of law, or directives or 
requirements with which the CSU is bound to 
comply; 

LED the Law Enforcement Directive (Directive (EU) 
2016/680); 

NHS Contract has the meaning given to it in section 9 of the NHS 
Act 2006 (as amended or replaced from time to 
time); 

Personal Data has the meaning given to it in the Act; 

Personal Data Breach shall have the meaning set out in the Data 
Protection Legislation; 

Processor shall have the meaning given in the Data Protection 
Legislation; 

Processing, Process and 
similar terms 

shall have the meanings given in the Data 
Protection Legislation; 

Prohibited Act to directly or indirectly offer, promise or give any 
person working for or engaged by the other party a 
financial or other advantage to: 

(a) induce that person to perform improperly a 
relevant function or activity; or 

(b) reward that person for improper performance 
of a relevant function or activity; 

(c) commit any offence: 

a. under the Bribery Act 2010; 

b. under legislation creating offences  
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concerning Fraud; 

c. at common law concerning Fraud; or 

d. defrauding, attempting to defraud or 
conspiring to defraud the other party; 

VBC Checker   the proprietary system developed and owned by the 
CSU (or its licensors)  

Service Credit Cap the Service Credit cap as set out in in the Specific 
Terms; 

Service Credits the sums payable by CSU to the Customer as 
liquidated damages for failure to achieve the 
Service Levels, as set out in the Specific Terms; 

Service Levels the standards for performance of the Services, as 
set out in in the Specific Terms; 

Services the services to be provided by the CSU to the 
Customer as set out in the Specific Terms, including 
services in connection with the VBC Checker and 
provision of the Deliverables (including the VBC 
Checker), and such other services agreed to be 
provided by the CSU to the Customer from time to 
time;  

Special Categories of 
Personal Data 

shall have the meaning given in the Data Protection 
Legislation; 

Specific Terms the G-Cloud Framework Agreement and Call-Off 
Contract; 

Sub-processor means any third party appointed to process 
Customer Personal Data on behalf of the CSU 
related to this Agreement; 

Term the period of this Agreement which commences on 
the Effective Date and continues in full force and 
effect until terminated in accordance with Clause 8; 

Third Party Licence a licence for the use of Third Party Software 
provided by a Third Party Software Provider in 
accordance with that Third Party Software 
Provider’s standard terms; 

Third Party Software software developed and owned by a third party (or 
its licensors); 

Third Party Software 
Provider 

a provider of Third Party Software; 

Use VBC Checker – provides near real time information 
about the status of urgent and emergency health 
and social care services across a region for use by 
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operational and managerial staff and benefits from  
notifications alerting users to changes in the system 
and predictive modelling to support planning for / 
identification of surge. 

 

1.2 A person includes an individual, corporate or unincorporated body (whether or 
not having separate legal personality) and that person's legal and personal 
representatives, successors or permitted assigns. 

1.3 A reference to a company shall include any company, corporation or other 
body corporate, wherever and however incorporated or established. 

1.4 Words in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. 

1.5 A reference to one gender shall include a reference to the other gender. 

1.6 A reference to writing or written includes faxes and e-mail, but subject in both 
cases to formal acknowledgement of receipt of the communication being 
received (excluding any automatic electronic notification). 

1.7 A reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to it as it is in 
force for the time being, taking account of any amendment, extension, or re-
enactment and includes any subordinate legislation for the time being in force 
made under it. 

1.8 A "party" or the "parties" refer to the parties to this Agreement. 

1.9 Any words following the words “include”, “includes”, “including”, “in particular” 
or any similar words or expressions will be construed without limitation and 
accordingly will not limit the meaning of the words preceding them. 

1.10 If there is any conflict between the Specific Terms, the General Terms and 
any documents referred to in either, to the extent of such conflict only, the 
conflict shall be resolved in accordance with the following order of 
precedence: 

1.10.1 the Specific Terms; 

1.10.2 the General Terms; and 

1.10.3 any documents referred to in either.  

 

2 SUPPLY OF THE SERVICES 

2.1 In consideration of the Customer paying the Charges to the CSU and subject 
to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the CSU hereby agrees to 
provide the Services to the Customer throughout the Term. 

2.2 The CSU shall use all reasonable endeavours to provide the Services in 
accordance with the Service Levels.  In the event that Services are not 
provided in accordance with any of the Service Levels in any calendar month 
and that: 
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2.2.1 this is solely as a consequence of a breach of this Agreement by the 
CSU; and  

2.2.2 not caused or contributed to by a breach of this Agreement by the 
Customer, including any failure to comply with the Customer 
Dependencies, 

the CSU shall deduct any applicable Service Credits from the Charges 
payable in the next calendar month, provided that: 

2.2.3 the total Service Credits in any calendar month shall in no event 
exceed the Service Credit Cap; 

2.2.4 the Service Credits are a genuine negotiated pre-estimate of the loss 
that the Customer will suffer as a result of the CSU failing to achieve 
the Service Levels, are a proportionate amount to protect the interests 
of the CSU in the performance of the Services and will not be 
regarded as penalty provisions.  The parties agree that the Service 
Credits are an adequate remedy; and  

2.2.5 the Service Credits are the Customer’s sole remedy for failure by the 
CSU to achieve the Service Levels and for any breach by the CSU of 
this Clause 2.2 and for any loss or breach arising from such failure.  
Accordingly any and all rights and remedies which would otherwise 
be available at law for failure to achieve the Service Levels and for 
any breach by the CSU of Clause 2.2 and for any loss or breach 
arising from such failure including for negligence are excluded. 

2.3 The CSU shall: 

2.3.1 use reasonable skill and care in providing the Services; 

2.3.2 allocate sufficient resources to provide the Services in accordance 
with the terms of this Agreement including providing sufficiently 
trained, qualified and experienced staff appropriate to the provision of 
the Services;  

2.3.3 perform the Services in compliance with all applicable laws, 
enactments, orders, regulations, standards and other similar 
instruments and all applicable provisions of this Agreement. 

2.4 The Services shall be provided at such premises and locations as agreed by 
the parties from time to time in writing. 

2.5 The CSU does not warrant that the Customer's use of the VBC Checker or the 
Services will be uninterrupted or error-free.  

2.6 This Agreement shall not prevent the CSU from entering into similar 
agreements with third parties, or from independently developing, using, selling 
or licensing materials, products or services which are similar to those provided 
under this Agreement. 
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3 CUSTOMER'S OBLIGATIONS 

3.1 The Customer shall promptly provide the CSU with:   

3.1.1 all necessary co-operation and assistance in relation to this 
Agreement;  

3.1.2 all necessary access to or copies of such information as may be 
required by the CSU in order to provide the Services and ensure that 
all information which it provides to the CSU is accurate, adequate and 
complete; 

3.1.3 copies of all of its relevant policies, rules, procedures and quality 
standards (and shall inform the CSU of any amendments to such 
documents) to enable the CSU to comply with its obligations under 
this Agreement. 

3.2 The Customer shall promptly: 

3.2.1 allow the CSU, its agents and subcontractors access to the 
Customer’s premises, office accommodation, and other facilities as 
reasonably required by the CSU to provide the Services (so long as 
prior written consent has been sought from the Customer);  

3.2.2 provide such access to the Customer’s personnel as may be 
reasonably requested by the CSU from time to time; 

3.2.3 provide all necessary or reasonably requested sign-offs, approvals 
and instructions required by the CSU in connection with the 
performance Services;  

3.2.4 comply with all applicable laws and regulations with respect to its 
activities under this Agreement;  

3.2.5 ensure that the CSU has all necessary access to and all necessary 
licences, rights and consents to use all Customer Data and all 
Customer Materials;  

3.2.6 maintain complete, up to date, reproducible and accurate backup 
copies of all data, programs and electronic records held by the 
Customer including Customer Data; and 

3.2.7 carry out all other responsibilities set out in this Agreement in a timely 
and efficient manner.  

3.3 When allowing the CSU to access its premises for the purposes of providing 
the Services, the Customer will inform the CSU of all health and safety rules 
and regulations and any other reasonable security requirements that apply at 
any of the premises to which the CSU requires access.  The Customer shall 
take all necessary precautions to protect the health and safety and security of 
the CSU’s personnel whilst they are at the Customer’s premises 

3.4 The Customer shall comply with: 

3.4.1 any specific obligations set out in the Specific Terms; and 

3.4.2 the Acceptable Use Policy. 
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3.5 The Customer shall be responsible for: 

3.5.1 maintaining and confirming their own information governance 
processes and policies are adequate and will ensure CSU personnel 
are made aware, in advance where possible, of any impact or 
restriction local variations may introduce to CSU delivery of the 
Services; 

3.5.2 maintaining as confidential the passwords issued to the Customer for 
access to the Customer Data within the VBC Checker; 

3.5.3 providing all relevant data in accordance with the agreed data extract 
schedule to populate the VBC Checker, via a secure https secure 
upload mechanism, in a timely fashion. The Customer shall inform the 
CSU of any changes which may affect reference data, for example 
change of name for CCG or GP Practice. 

3.6 The Customer shall use all due and proper care to ensure that the manner in 
which it discharges its obligations under this Agreement does not have any 
adverse effect on the name, reputation, image or business of the CSU. 

3.7 In the event of any failure or delays in the Customer's performance of the 
Customer Dependencies in accordance with this Clause 3, the CSU: 

3.7.1 may, where the failure relates to the Acceptable Use Policy, suspend 
provision of the Services and / or performance of any of its other 
obligations under this Agreement until the Customer has remedied 
such failure (including taking action to prevent a repeat of it) to the 
reasonable satisfaction of the CSU;  

3.7.2 may adjust any timetable or delivery schedule set out in this 
Agreement as reasonably necessary; and 

3.7.3 shall be relieved from any liability for any failure to perform any 
obligation under this Agreement to the extent caused or contributed to 
the failure or delay of the Customer.  

 

4 CHARGES 

4.1 The CSU shall be entitled to invoice the Customer for the Charges at the 
times or intervals or upon the milestones set out in the Specific Terms or, if 
not otherwise stated in the Specific Terms, as set out in Clause 4.5 or 4.6, as 
applicable, 

4.2 The Customer shall pay all invoices to the CSU (without any deduction or set-
off) to such bank account of the CSU notified to the Customer in writing from 
time to time and within such period as is set out in Clause 4.5 or 4.6, as 
applicable. 

4.3 The Charges are exclusive of value added tax, which shall be added to the 
CSU's invoice(s) at the appropriate rate. 

4.4 The CSU shall be entitled to increase the Charges from the start of the 
second Contract Year and annually thereafter in accordance with the 
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mechanism set out in the Specific Terms and shall notify the Customer in 
writing of the applicable revised Charges. 

For Customers who are Health Service Bodies 

4.5 The CSU shall invoice the Customer for 1/12th of the total of the annual 
Charges on the 1st Business Day of each calendar month. Each invoice is 
due and payable 15 days after the invoice date. If the CSU has not received 
payment within 5 Business Days after the due date, then without prejudice to 
any other rights and remedies of the CSU: 

4.5.1 the CSU shall be entitled to suspend provision of any or all of the 
Services (including access to the VBC Checker) while the invoice(s) 
concerned remain unpaid; and/or 

4.5.2 the CSU may claim interest under the Late Payment of Commercial 
Debts (Interest) Act 1998 from the due date for payment, accruing on 
a daily basis until the date on which payment is made in full. 

For all other Customers 

4.6 The CSU shall invoice the Customer for 1/12th of the total of the Charges on 
the 1st Business Day of each calendar month. Each invoice is due and 
payable 30 days after the invoice date. If the CSU has not received payment 
within 5 Business Days after the due date, then without prejudice to any other 
rights and remedies of the CSU: 

4.6.1 the CSU shall be entitled to suspend provision of any or all of the 
Services (including access to the VBC Checker) while the invoice(s) 
concerned remain unpaid; and/or 

4.6.2 the CSU may claim interest under the Late Payment of Commercial 
Debts (Interest) Act 1998 from the due date for payment, accruing on 
a daily basis until the date on which payment is made in full. 

4.7 Time for payment shall be the essence of this Agreement. 

 

5 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS  

5.1 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the CSU and/or its licensors 
own all IPR in the Services and Deliverables (including for the avoidance of 
doubt the VBC Checker) and that this Agreement does not transfer or grant to 
the Customer any interest in IPR or rights of ownership in the Services, 
Deliverables or any related documentation.  For the avoidance of any doubt, 
this includes any IPR created by the CSU or licensed to it by third parties in 
relation to the Services or Deliverables or in respect of any other goods or 
services provided or supplied by the CSU to the Customer, before, during or 
after the Term. 

5.2 With effect from the date on which the relevant Deliverable is delivered to or 
made available to the Customer, the CSU grants to the Customer non-
exclusive, transferable, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free licence for the 
Term to: 
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5.2.1 Use the VBC Checker ; and  

5.2.2 Use the IPR in any other Deliverable so delivered to or made 
available solely to the extent necessary to use that Deliverable for its 
intended purpose.   

Unless otherwise agreed in writing with the CSU, the Customer agrees that all 
Deliverables will be made available through and only accessed and used as 
part of the Services and in the case of the VBC Checker  through the Service  
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the Customer shall not 
permit any third parties to access the VBC Checker  (or any other Deliverable 
or part of the Services), without the prior written consent of the CSU.  

5.3 Where Third Party Software is supplied as part of this Agreement, then the 
Customer shall be deemed to have entered into a Third Party Licence.  The 
CSU shall provide the Customer with a copy of any relevant Third Party 
Licence.   

5.4 In the event that the Third Party Software Provider changes the terms upon 
which the Third Party Software is made available to the Customer, the CSU 
shall be entitled to increase the Charges or any part of them to cover its 
increased costs arising from such change in terms. 

5.5 In the event that the Third Party Software Provider withdraws the supply of the 
Third Party Software, the CSU retains the option to terminate any part of this 
Agreement relating to that Third Party Software and shall reimburse to the 
Customer the unused portion of the Charges. This refund will be calculated on 
a pro-rata basis which represents that part of the year for which the Customer 
has not been able to use the VBC Checker .  

5.6 Users wishing to access VBC Checker  will register via the Application and 
subsequently must complete a ‘VBC Checker ’ End User License Agreement 
which will require authorisation from appropriate line management and system 
leads. Once authorised, the user is assigned to the appropriate group and 
access to the application data granted. 

5.7 The Customer shall not:- 

5.7.1 copy, adapt, reverse engineer, disassemble or reconstruct the 
whole or any part of the VBC Checker ; 

5.7.2 modify, merge or combine the whole or any part of the VBC 
Checker ; 

5.7.3 assign, sell, lease, rent, charge or otherwise deal in or encumber 
the VBC Checker  nor use on behalf of or make available the same 
to any third party save that in appropriate circumstances the CSU 
may grant permission to sub-licence the VBC Checker  to third 
parties which the Service Provider has previously approved in 
writing and which third parties have undertaken equivalent 
obligations as to confidentiality and use of the VBC Checker  as set 
out in this Agreement. 
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5.8 The Customer grants to the CSU a non-exclusive, royalty-free licence for the 
Term to use the Customer’s IPR (including in the Customer Data and 
Customer Materials) to the extent required for the purpose of the supply of the 
Services and the performance of the CSU’s other obligations under this 
Agreement.  The CSU may grant a sub-licence of this licence to any sub-
contractor appointed by the CSU in connection with this Agreement. 

5.9 Each party will indemnify the other party and the Crown against all losses, 
liabilities, costs, damages and expenses that the other party does or will incur 
or suffer as a result of defending or settling any such actual or threatened 
claim or proceeding, in each case arising out of or in connection with the 
actual or alleged infringement of the third party’s IPR by the other party as a 
result of: 

5.9.1 where the Customer is the indemnified party, use of the Deliverables 
or Services by the Customer for the purpose for which they were 
supplied; and 

5.9.2 where the CSU is the indemnified party, the exercise of the CSU’s 
rights under clause 5.8 or the use of any Third Party Software by the 
Customer. 

(“Relevant Claim”). 

5.10 If the indemnified party becomes aware of a Relevant Claim or any matter that 
might give rise to a Relevant Claim: 

5.10.1 it will immediately give written notice to the indemnifying party of that 
fact (stating in reasonable detail the nature of the Relevant Claim or 
matter and, if practicable, the amount claimed) and consult with the 
indemnifying party in respect of that Relevant Claim or matter that 
may give rise to a Relevant Claim; 

5.10.2 the indemnified party will at all times disclose in writing to the 
indemnifying party all information and documents relating to the 
Relevant Claim or the matter that might give rise to a Relevant Claim, 
and provide to the indemnifying party all reasonable cooperation and 
assistance in respect of the Relevant Claim; 

5.10.3 the indemnified party will not settle or compromise or make any 
admission of liability, agreement or compromise in relation to any 
Relevant Claim or matter that may give rise to a Relevant Claim 
without the prior written consent of the indemnifying party, such 
consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed; and 

5.10.4 if so requested by the indemnifying party, the indemnified party will 
allow the indemnifying party exclusive conduct of all proceedings in 
relation to the Relevant Claim in the name of and on behalf of the 
indemnified party, at the cost of the indemnifying party. 

5.11 If a Relevant Claim is made or brought against the Customer, the CSU may 
(but shall not be obliged), at the CSU’s option and expense, either: 
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5.11.1 obtain for the Customer the right to continue using the Deliverables or 
Services for the purpose for which they were supplied free from any 
liability for such infringement; or 

5.11.2 modify, substitute or replace any Deliverables or Services so as to 
avoid the infringement, without adversely affecting or limiting the 
specification or functionality of the Deliverables or Services. 

5.12 The CSU will have no liability to the Customer under Clause 5.9 for any loss, 
liability, cost, damage, expense, claim or proceeding to the extent that: 

5.12.1 it would not have been incurred or suffered but for any modification to 
the Deliverables or Services made by any person other than the CSU; 
or 

5.12.2 it would not have been incurred or suffered but for any breach of this 
Agreement by the Customer. 

 

6 CONFIDENTIALITY 

6.1 Each party may be given access to Confidential Information from the other 
party in order to perform, or in the course of performing, its obligations under 
this Agreement.  A party's Confidential Information shall not be deemed to 
include information that:  

6.1.1 is or becomes publicly known other than through any act or omission 
of the Receiving Party; or 

6.1.2 was in the Receiving Party's lawful possession before the disclosure; 
or  

6.1.3 is lawfully disclosed to the Receiving Party by a third party without 
restriction on disclosure; or  

6.1.4 is independently developed by the Receiving Party, which 
independent development can be shown by written evidence; or  

6.1.5 is required to be disclosed by law, by any court of competent 
jurisdiction or by any regulatory, governmental or administrative body 
or securities exchange. 

6.2 Each party shall hold the other's Confidential Information in confidence and, 
unless required by law, not disclose or make the other's Confidential 
Information available to any third party, or use the other's Confidential 
Information for any purpose other than the implementation of this Agreement.   

6.3 This Clause 6 shall survive termination of this Agreement, however arising. 

 

7 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

7.1 This Clause 7 sets out the entire financial liability of the CSU (including any 
liability for the acts or omissions of its employees, agents and sub-
contractors) to the Customer in respect of:  
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7.1.1 any breach of this Agreement;  

7.1.2 any use made by the Customer of the Services or Deliverables or any 
part of them; and  

7.1.3 any representation, statement or tortious act or omission (including 
negligence) arising under or in connection with this Agreement. 

7.2 Except as expressly and specifically provided in this Agreement all warranties, 
representations, conditions and all other terms of any kind whatsoever implied 
by statute or common law are, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable 
law, excluded from this Agreement. 

7.3 Nothing in this Agreement excludes or limits the liability of the CSU:  

7.3.1 for death or personal injury caused by the CSU's negligence; or 

7.3.2 for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; or 

7.3.3 for any other matter liability for which may not by law be excluded or 
limited.  

7.4 The Customer accepts that in providing the Services, the CSU may be reliant 
upon the provision of certain goods, materials and services from third parties 
in order to provide the Services to the Customer.  The parties therefore agree 
that the CSU will not be responsible or liable to the Customer for any failure to 
provide the Services if such failure is directly or indirectly attributable to the 
failure of any third parties to provide any goods or services to the CSU and 
further, the CSU will not be responsible or liable for any costs, expenses, 
claims, demands, losses, actions, proceedings, fines, penalties or any other 
liabilities incurred or sustained by the Customer in connection with the same. 

7.5 Subject to Clauses 7.3 and 7.4: 

7.5.1 the CSU shall not be liable whether in tort (including for negligence or 
breach of statutory duty), contract, misrepresentation, restitution or 
otherwise for any loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of 
goodwill and/or similar losses or loss or corruption of data or 
information, or pure economic loss, or for any special, indirect or 
consequential loss costs, damages, charges or expenses however 
arising in connection with this Agreement; and 

7.5.2 the CSU's aggregate liability in each Contract Year, in contract, tort 
(including negligence or breach of statutory duty), misrepresentation, 
restitution or otherwise, arising in connection with this Agreement 
shall be limited to the total amount of the Charges actually invoiced by 
the CSU to the Customer in the relevant Contract Year. 

7.6 In no event shall the CSU be liable for any failure or delay attributable to the 
Customer’s hardware or software necessary to enable the Customer to 
connect or access the application; or for any access gained to the Customer’s 
area of the application where the Customer’s access passwords and/or codes 
are used to gain such access or use. 
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7.7 Underlying the VBC Checker  is a managed data warehouse. The VBC 
Checker  relies on its data sets from a variety of health and social care related 
data sources. These data sets are collected in as near to real time as is 
possible depending on the area and nature of the source. The CSU accepts 
no liability for the accuracy, timeliness or reliability of such data. 

7.8 The indemnity at 13.4.5 doesn’t apply to the extent that the CSU’s breach is 
due to a Customers’ instruction. 

 

8 TERM AND TERMINATION 

8.1 Subject always to Clauses 8.4 and 8.8, the Term shall commence on the 
Effective Date and shall continue for the Initial Term.   

8.2 The Term may be extended for 2 period(s) of up to 12 months each, (the 
“Extended Term”), by giving 3 months written notice before expiry subject 
to compliance with the exit plan requirements. 

8.3 The Supplier shall only agree Extensions which extend the Term beyond 
24 months where it complies with the exit plan requirements set out in the g-
cloud-11-proposed-call-off agreement 

8.4 Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies to which the parties may be 
entitled, either party may terminate this Agreement immediately without 
liability to the other by notice in writing if:  

8.5 the other Party ceases or threatens to cease to carry on the whole or any 
material part of its business. 

8.6 a Force Majeure event prevents a Party from performing its obligations 
under this Call-Off Contract for more than the number of consecutive days 
set out in the Order Form 

8.7  the other party commits a material breach of any of the terms of this 
Agreement (including in the case of the Customer non-payment of any 
invoice, which shall be deemed to be a material breach) and (if such a breach 
is remediable) fails to remedy that breach within 15 working days of that party 
being notified in writing of the breach; or 

8.7.1 the other party: 

8.7.1.1 has a winding up petition presented against it;  

8.7.1.2 has a winding-up order made or a notice of striking off 
filed in respect of it;  

8.7.1.3 takes or any other person takes any steps or actions in 
connection with the appointment of an administrator in 
respect of it; 

8.7.1.4 has an administration order or an application for an 
administration order made in respect of it; 
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8.7.1.5 has a notice of appointment of an administrator or a 
notice of intention to appoint an administrator filed in 
respect of it at any court;  

8.7.1.6 makes or is subject to: 

8.7.1.6.1 a company voluntary arrangement; 

8.7.1.6.2 a composition with its creditors generally; 

8.7.1.6.3 an application to a court of competent 
jurisdiction for protection from its creditors 
generally; or 

8.7.1.6.4 a scheme of arrangement under Part 26 
Companies Act 2006 (save for the purpose 
of a solvent reconstruction or 
amalgamation previously approved in 
writing by the other party); 

8.7.1.7 has a receiver or a provisional liquidator appointed over 
any of its assets, undertaking or income;  

8.7.1.8 ceases to trade or appears, in the reasonable opinion of 
the terminating party, to be likely to cease to trade; 

8.7.1.9 is unable to pay its debts as they fall due; or 

8.7.1.10 is the subject of anything analogous to the foregoing 
under the laws of any applicable jurisdiction.  

8.8 Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies to which the CSU may be 
entitled, the CSU may terminate this Agreement for convenience at any time 
by not less than 30 days’ notice in writing to the Customer. 

8.9 The CSU shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement immediately by written 
notice to the Customer where the underlying data systems that feed into the 
VBC Checker  are discontinued or undergo change such that the VBC 
Checker  is no longer capable of accepting, or permitted to accept those feeds 
and in such circumstances, the CSU shall reimburse to the Customer any 
unused portion of any Charges paid in advance on a pro-rata basis. 

8.10 On termination of this Agreement for any reason:  

8.10.1 all licences granted under this Agreement shall immediately 
terminate;  

8.10.2 the Customer shall immediately pay to the CSU all outstanding 
unpaid invoices and interest and, in respect of Services supplied but 
for which no invoice has been submitted, the CSU may submit an 
invoice, which shall be payable immediately on receipt; 

8.10.3 except as expressly stated otherwise in this Agreement, the CSU 
shall not be obliged to refund any Charges already paid by the 
Customer prior to termination; 
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8.10.4 each party shall return and make no further use of any equipment, 
property, materials and other items (and all copies of them) belonging 
to the other party;  

8.10.5 to the extent that the Customer requires any assistance from the CSU 
in respect of transition of provision of the Services or services similar 
to the Services to another provider, or to itself, the CSU shall use 
reasonable endeavours to assist with such transition wherever 
reasonably practicable, provided that the Customer shall pay all costs 
and charges of the CSU in respect thereof; and 

8.10.6 the accrued rights of the parties as at termination, or the continuation 
after termination of any provision expressly stated to survive or 
implicitly surviving termination, shall not be affected or prejudiced. 

 

9 MONITORING 

9.1 The Customer may monitor the performance of the Services by the CSU, so 
long as the monitoring methods implemented by the Customer pursuant to 
Clause 9.1 are deemed reasonable and necessary by the CSU and are 
agreed in advance by the CSU, the CSU shall co-operate, with the Customer 
in carrying out the monitoring referred to in Clause 9.1 at no additional charge 
to the Customer. 

9.2 The CSU may implement such monitoring methods as it deems to be 
reasonable in all the circumstances in order to monitor the Customer’s 
satisfaction in relation to the performance of the Services by the CSU.  The 
Customer shall co-operate with the reasonable instructions of the CSU in 
relation to such monitoring.    

 

10 FORCE MAJEURE  

The CSU shall have no liability to the Customer under this Agreement if it is 
prevented from or delayed in performing its obligations under this Agreement, 
or from carrying on its business, by acts, events, omissions or accidents 
beyond its reasonable control, including, without limitation, strikes, lock-outs 
or other industrial disputes (whether involving the workforce of the CSU or any 
other party), failure of a utility service or transport or telecommunications 
network, act of God, war, riot, terrorism, civil commotion, malicious damage, 
compliance with any law or governmental order, rule, regulation or direction, 
accident, breakdown of plant or machinery, fire, flood, storm, volcanic ash-
cloud or default of the CSU’s sub-contractors, provided that the Customer is 
notified of such an event and its expected duration. 

 

11 VARIATION AND CHANGE CONTROL PROCEDURE 

11.1 No variation of this Agreement (including Changes) shall be valid unless it is 
in writing and signed by or on behalf of each of the parties by an authorised 
officer of both parties. 
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11.2 If a party wishes to request a Change, it will give written notice of the 
requested Change to the other party. 

11.3 If either party requests a Change in accordance with Clause 11.2, the CSU 
will prepare within 20 Business Days of the request two copies of a Change 
Control notice (“CCN”).  Each CCN will contain: 

11.3.1 the title of the Change; 

11.3.2 the originator and date of the request for the Change; 

11.3.3 the reason for the Change; 

11.3.4 full details of the Change including any specifications; 

11.3.5 the price, if any, of the Change; 

11.3.6 a timetable for implementation of the Change; 

11.3.7 a schedule of payments if appropriate; 

11.3.8 details of the impact, if any, of the Change on other aspects of this 
Agreement and the Services including: 

11.3.9 the Service Levels; 

11.3.10 the Charges; and 

11.3.11 any other contract terms; 

11.3.12 the date of expiry of validity of the CCN; and 

11.3.13 provision for signature by the CSU and by the Customer. 

11.4 Following receipt by the Customer of the CCN the parties will discuss the 
CCN.  Neither party will unreasonably withhold its agreement to any Change. 
No Change will be effective unless and until the relevant CCN is signed by or 
on behalf of each party. If a CCN is not signed by or on behalf of each party 
on or before the date of expiry of validity of that CCN then it will automatically 
expire. 

11.5 If a CCN is signed by or on behalf of each party on or before the date of 
expiry of validity of that CCN then the CSU will implement the Change in 
accordance with the terms of the CCN and the Customer will perform any 
obligations imposed on it in the CCN in accordance with the terms of the CCN 
or (if applicable) the relevant provisions of this Agreement, including the 
payment of any charges and/or any increase to the Charges. 

11.6 Until such time as a Change is agreed in accordance with this procedure, 
each party will continue to perform its obligations under this Agreement in 
compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement without taking 
account of the requested Change. 
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12 ASSIGNMENT 

12.1 The Customer shall not, without the prior written consent of the CSU, assign, 
transfer, charge, sub-contract or deal in any other manner with all or any of its 
rights or obligations under this Agreement.   

12.2 The CSU may at any time assign, transfer, charge, sub-contract or deal in any 
other manner with all or any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement. 

12.3 There is an expectation that the CSU will be incorporated as one more 
separate entities to NHS England through the process of autonomy. Where 
this occurs: 

12.3.1 the CSU may at its discretion novate any or all of its rights, obligations 
and liabilities under this Agreement and/or any associated licences to 
any body or legal entity which performs any of the functions that 
previously had been performed by the CSU and the Customer shall, 
at the CSU’s request, enter into a novation agreement in such form as 
the CSU shall reasonably specify in order to enable the CSU to 
exercise its rights pursuant to this Clause 12.3.1; and 

12.3.2 any change in the legal status of the CSU such that it ceases to be a 
Health Service Body shall not affect the validity of this Agreement and 
this Agreement shall be binding on any successor body to the CSU. 

 

13 DATA PROTECTION 

13.1 As between the Customer and the CSU, the Customer owns and is 
responsible for the content of the Customer Data. 

13.2 The parties agree that the Customer is the Controller and the CSU is the 
Processor in respect of any Personal Data forming part of the Customer Data. 

13.3 The CSU shall, in relation to any Customer Personal Data Processed in 
connection with its obligations under this Agreement, Process that Personal 
Data only in accordance with the instructions set out in the Data Processing 
Protocol, unless the CSU is required to do otherwise by Law.  If it is so 
required, the CSU shall promptly notify the Customer before so Processing 
the Customer Personal Data, unless prohibited by Law. 

13.4 The CSU shall, in relation to any Customer Personal Data Processed in 
connection with its obligations under this Agreement, ensure that it takes all 
reasonable steps to ensure that CSU Personnel are subject to appropriate 
confidentiality undertakings with the CSU that are in writing and are legally 
enforceable. 

13.5 Taking into account the state of the art, the cost of implementation and the 
nature, scope, context and purposes of Processing of the Customer Personal 
Data, as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and 
freedoms of natural persons, the CSU shall implement appropriate technical 
and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the 
risk, including, but not limited to, as appropriate: 
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13.5.1 the pseudonymisation and encryption of the Customer Personal Data;  

13.5.2 the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity, availability 
and resilience of processing systems and services; 

13.5.3 the ability to restore the availability and access to Customer Personal 
Data in a timely manner in the event of a physical or technical 
incident; and 

13.5.4 a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the 
effectiveness of technical and organisational measures for ensuring 
the security of Processing. 

13.6 Before allowing any Sub-processor to Process any Customer Personal Data 
related to this Agreement, the CSU must:  

13.6.1 notify the Customer in writing of the intended Sub-processor and 
processing; 

13.6.2 obtain the written consent of Customer; 

13.6.3 enter into a written agreement with the Sub-processor which gives 
effect to the terms set out in this Agreement such that they apply to 
the Sub-processor; and 

13.6.4 provide the Customer with such information regarding the Sub-
processor as the Customer may reasonably require. 

13.7 The CSU shall remain fully liable for all acts or omissions of any Sub-
processor it allows to process any Customer Personal Data. 

13.8 The CSU must assist the Customer by taking appropriate technical and 
organisational measures, insofar as this is possible, for the fulfilment of the 
Customer’s obligation to respond to requests for exercising rights granted to 
individuals by the Data Protection Legislation. 

13.9 The CSU must assist the Customer in ensuring compliance with the 
obligations set out at Article 32 to 36 of the GDPR and equivalent provisions 
implemented into Law, taking into account the nature of processing and the 
information available to the CSU. 

13.10 The CSU shall, in relation to any Customer Personal Data Processed in 
connection with its obligations under this Agreement at the written direction of 
the Customer, delete or return the Customer Personal Data (and any copies 
of it) to the Customer on termination of the Agreement unless the CSU is 
required by Law to retain the Customer Personal Data. If the CSU is asked to 
delete the Customer Personal Data the CSU shall provide the Customer with 
evidence that the Customer Personal Data has been securely deleted in 
accordance with the Data Protection Legislation within a reasonable period 
agreed within the written direction of the Customer. 

13.11 The CSU shall allow for audits of its Processing of the Customer Personal 
Data by the Customer or its designated auditor. The Customer shall provide 
the CSU with reasonable written notice of its intention to hold such an audit, 
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which shall take place at such reasonable time as may be agreed between 
the parties.   

13.12 The CSU shall provide the Customer with evidence necessary to demonstrate 
compliance with all of its obligations concerning its Processing of Customer 
Personal Data under this Agreement and the relevant Data Protection 
Legislation.  

13.13 The CSU shall notify the Customer promptly if it considers that any of 
Customer’s instructions concerning the Customer Personal Data infringe the 
Data Protection Legislation. 

13.14 This Agreement does not relieve either Party form any obligations conferred 
upon them by the Data Protection Legislation and both Parties shall duly 
observe all their obligations under the Data Protection Legislation, which arise 
in connection with Personal Data and this Agreement. The Customer 
warrants, represents and undertakes to the CSU that its Use of the VBC 
Checker  shall comply with the Data Protection Legislation. 

13.15 Where the Customer Processes CSU Personal Data as a Processor for the 
CSU: 

13.15.1 the CSU shall prepare a copy of the Data Processing Protocol which 
shall set out the scope and nature of the Processing that the 
Customer may make of CSU Personal Data, a copy of which shall be 
appended to and become part of this Agreement; 

13.15.2 the Customer shall not Process any CSU Personal Data unless and 
until the CSU has provided the Customer with a copy of the Data 
Processing Protocol prepared by the CSU pursuant to Clause 13.15.1 
and then only in compliance with such Data Processing Protocol; 

13.15.3 the Customer shall comply with NECS’ obligations (mutatis mutandis) 
set out in Clauses 13.1 to 13.13 (inclusive); and 

13.16 in respect of the Customer’s compliance with Clauses 13.1 to 13.13 
(inclusive), references to the Customer Personal Data shall be construed as 
references to the CSU Personal Data. Each Party warrants and represents to 
the other that it has the authority to lawfully transfer any data, including 
without limitation, any Personal Data, which it transfers to the other pursuant 
to this Agreement and that it has obtained all necessary third party licences 
and consents required in order to do so. 

 

14 DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

14.1 Clauses 14.2 – 14.6 below shall only apply if the Customer is a Health Service 
Body.  Clauses 14.7 – 14.10 below shall apply if the Customer is not a Health 
Service Body. 

Where the Customer is a Health Service Body 

14.2 If any Dispute arises out of or in connection with this Agreement, either party 
may give notice to the other party in writing ("Dispute Notice") that a 
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Dispute has arisen.  The Parties shall first attempt to settle the Dispute in 
good faith without referring the Dispute to any external third parties.   

14.3 If the Dispute cannot be resolved pursuant to Clause 14.2 within 30 
Business Days, the Parties shall resolve the Dispute by mediation in 
accordance with Clause 14.4. 

14.4 The following provisions shall apply to any such reference to mediation: 

14.4.1 the mediator shall be NHS England (specifically, NHS England’s 
Commissioning Development Directorate); 

14.4.2 both Parties shall, immediately on such referral, co-operate fully, 
promptly and in good faith with the agreed mediator and shall do all 
such acts and sign all such documents as the agreed mediator may 
reasonably require to give effect to such mediation;  

14.4.3 such mediation shall be conducted in accordance with good 
mediation practice, shall commence by either party serving on the 
other written notice setting out, in summary form, the issues in 
dispute and shall take place within 10 Business Days of such notice 
being served; 

14.4.4 if the parties fail to reach agreement within 10 Business Days of 
the mediation commencing, then any Dispute will be referred to 
arbitration pursuant to the procedures set out in Clause 14.5. 

14.5 Following the Dispute being referred to arbitration, such arbitration shall: 

14.5.1 be conducted by NHS England; 

14.5.2 take place within 10 Business Days of such arbitration commencing; 

14.5.3 be binding on the parties. 

14.6 The costs of any mediation or arbitration under the provisions of this Clause 
14 shall be shared equally by the parties.   

Where the Customer is not a Health Service Body 

14.7 If any Dispute arises out of or in connection with this Agreement, either party 
may give notice to the other party in writing ("Dispute Notice") that a 
Dispute has arisen.  The Parties shall first attempt to settle the Dispute in 
good faith without referring the Dispute to any external third parties.   

14.8 If the Dispute cannot be resolved pursuant to Clause 14.7 within 30 
Business Days, the Parties shall resolve the Dispute by mediation in 
accordance with Clause 14.9. 

14.9 Unless otherwise agreed between the parties: 

14.9.1 the mediator shall be nominated by CEDR Solve; 

14.9.2 to initiate the mediation, a party must serve notice in writing 
(“Mediation Notice”) to the other party requesting a mediation. A 
copy of the Mediation Notice should be sent to CEDR Solve; 
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14.9.3 the mediation will start not later than 30 days after the date of the 
Mediation Notice; 

14.9.4 the place of mediation shall be nominated by the mediator. 

14.10 If the matter has not been resolved by the mediation procedure within 30 days 
of the initiation of such procedure, the parties shall have the right to refer the 
dispute to arbitration. The arbitrator shall be appointed by agreement of the 
parties or (in default of agreement within 21 days of the service upon one 
party of a written request to concur in such appointment) by the President for 
the time being of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators. The arbitrator’s 
decision shall be final and binding on the parties. 

14.11 The parties acknowledge that, notwithstanding the provisions of this Clause 
14, nothing in this Agreement shall prevent any party from bringing 
proceedings in any court of competent jurisdiction for any interim or 
interlocutory relief. 

 

15 PREVENTION OF BRIBERY 

15.1 Neither party shall, and shall procure that all of its staff shall not, in connection 
with this Agreement commit a Prohibited Act. 

15.2 Each party shall have an anti-bribery policy (which shall be disclosed to the 
other upon request) to prevent any of its employees from committing a 
Prohibited Act and shall enforce it where appropriate. 

 

16 NOTICES 

16.1 Any notice required to be given under this Agreement shall be in writing and 
shall be: 

16.1.1 delivered by hand or sent by pre-paid first-class post or recorded 
delivery post to the other party at its address set out in this 
Agreement, or such other address as may have been notified by that 
party for such purposes; or 

16.1.2 sent by fax or by e-mail to the other party to the fax or e-mail address 
identified for such purpose in the Specific Terms, but subject in both 
cases to formal acknowledgement of receipt of the communication 
being received (excluding any automatic electronic notification).  

16.2 A notice delivered by hand shall be deemed to have been received when 
delivered (or if delivery is not in business hours, at 9 am on the first Business 
Day following delivery). A correctly addressed notice sent by pre-paid first-
class post or recorded delivery post shall be deemed to have been received at 
the time at which it would have been delivered in the normal course of post. A 
notice sent by fax or e-mail shall be deemed to have been received at the 
time of formal acknowledgement of receipt as referred to in Clause 16.1.2. 
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17 GENERAL 

17.1 A delay in exercising or failure to exercise a right or remedy under or in 
connection with this Agreement will not constitute a waiver of, or prevent or 
restrict future exercise of, that or any other right or remedy, nor will the single 
or partial exercise of a right or remedy prevent or restrict the further exercise 
of that or any other right or remedy.  A waiver of any right under this 
Agreement is only effective if it is in writing and it applies only to the party to 
whom the waiver is addressed and to the circumstances for which it is given.   

17.2 If any invalid, unenforceable or illegal provision would be valid, enforceable or 
legal if some part of it were deleted, the provision shall apply with whatever 
modification is necessary to give effect to the commercial intention of the 
parties. 

17.3 This Agreement, and any documents referred to in it, constitute the whole 
agreement between the parties and supersede any previous arrangement, 
understanding or Agreement between them relating to the subject matter they 
cover.  

17.4 Nothing in this Agreement is intended to or shall operate to create a 
partnership between the parties, or authorise either party to act as agent for 
the other, and neither party shall have the authority to act in the name or on 
behalf of or otherwise to bind the other in any way. 

17.5 This Agreement shall be binding on each party’s successors in title and 
permitted assigns. 

17.6 This Agreement does not confer any rights on any person or party (other than 
the parties to this Agreement and (where applicable) their successors and 
permitted assigns) pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 
1999.   

17.7 Where both the parties to this Agreement are Health Service Bodies, this 
Agreement shall be an NHS Contract and shall not be legally binding.  
Nevertheless, in such circumstances, each party shall comply with its 
respective rights and obligations under this Agreement as if it were legally 
binding.  Should either party to this Agreement cease to be a Health Service 
Body during the Term, this Agreement shall become legally binding and shall 
remain legally binding for the remainder of the Term. 

 

18 GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 

18.1 Subject to Clauses 14 and 17.7, this Agreement and any disputes or claims 
arising out of or in connection with it or its subject matter or formation are to 
be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of England and 
Wales.   

18.2 Subject to Clauses 14 and 17.7, the parties irrevocably agree that the courts 
of England and Wales have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim 
that arises out of or in connection with this Agreement or its subject matter or 
formation. 
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Annex 1 

 

DATA PROCESSING PROTOCOL 

(To be completed if the CSU is Processing Customer Personal Data pursuant to the 
Services) 

Description Details 

Subject matter of the Processing [This should be a high level, short description of 

what the processing is about i.e. its subject 

matter] 

Duration of the Processing [Clearly set out the duration of the processing 

including dates] 

Nature and purpose of the Processing [Please be as specific as possible, but make sure 

that you cover all intended purposes.  

The nature of the processing means any 

operation such as collection, recording, 

organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or 

alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure 

by transmission, dissemination or otherwise 

making available, alignment or combination, 

restriction, erasure or destruction of data 

(whether or not by automated means) etc.  

The purpose might include: employment 

processing, statutory obligation, recruitment 

assessment etc] 

 

Type of Personal Data [Examples here include: name, address, date of 

birth, NI number, telephone number, pay, 

images, biometric data etc 

You should be clear what data is being used for 

each purpose you have outlined above. 

You should identify whether you are processing 

any special categories of personal data or any 

criminal offence data. 

The special categories of personal data are very 
similar to sensitive personal data under the DPA 
1998.  They are set out at Article 9.  The special 
categories of personal data are: 

 race 

 ethnic origin 

 political opinion 

 religion or philosophical belief 

 trade union membership 

 genetics 

 biometrics (where used for ID purposes) 

 health (including mental health) 
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 sex life 

 sexual orientation 

Unlike under the DPA 1998 personal data 

relating to criminal convictions and offences are 

not included.  However, similar extra safeguards 

apply to criminal offence data, which includes 

data about criminal allegations, proceedings or 

convictions that would have been sensitive 

personal data under DPA 1998 and also 

personal data linked to related security 

measures.  You should identify if you are 

processing this type of data and if so seek further 

advice from your local Information Governance 

team before the data is processed.] 

Categories of Data Subject [Examples include: Staff (including volunteers, 

agents, and temporary workers), customers/ 

clients, suppliers, patients, students / pupils, 

members of the public, users of a particular 

website etc] 

 

 


